Join a select group of Oxford Club members who have doubled their money — in just 30 months — by plugging directly into one of the world’s most closely guarded "War Rooms" for private investors...

(And no, you don’t need a computer or modem to participate!)

Want to turn $50,000 into $99,606? Read this letter to find out how we did it!

Dear Oxford Club Member:

Segments of the 1983 movie *War Games* were filmed in a secret high-tech, computer-filled U.S. Army Command Center. Giant computer screens in the "War Room," lining the chamber walls, allow Army personnel to monitor and respond to battlefield conditions as they occur.

But do you know that this high-tech command center really exists?

Deep inside Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado lies the North American Aerospace Defense (NORAD) Command Center. It was built more than 3 decades ago, at a cost of over $142 million. Today, it would cost billions to duplicate, and the operating budget alone exceeds $150 million annually.

More than 100 computer systems help monitor U.S. air space, while 600 state-of-the-art landline and wireless telecommunications circuits link the NORAD Command Center — via satellite, microwave, and fiberoptics — with the armed forces, federal government, and local law enforcement agencies nationwide.

You enter the NORAD Command Center through a set of towering steel blast doors, three feet thick and weighing 25 tons each. During an attack, these hydraulically operated portals can swing shut and lock in less than 30 seconds — making the entrance virtually impenetrable.

Once past the steel gates, you step into a 4.5-acre underground city that is home to 1,400 highly trained civilian and military personnel. The metal buildings in which they live and work rest on a support cushion of more than 1,300 half-ton
springs, designed to function as a giant “shock absorber” in case of nuclear attack.

Why am I going telling you about the NORAD Command Center? Because, over the past several years, we have essentially duplicated the concept — creating a mini-version of a Command Center within our own Maryland headquarters. Except ours is dedicated to finding profit opportunities...not detecting enemy missiles or tracking spacecraft.

Step inside Oxford’s “Command Center” — where our crack team of financial analysts work day and night to uncover special high-profit trading situations others miss.

Next time you’re in Baltimore, please make a note to yourself to stop by and visit us at the Oxford Club headquarters mansion.

As you walk up the stone steps, notice how entry to non-members is barred by an electronic security system and locked wrought-iron gate. Not as strong as NORAD’s nuke-proof steel, but just as effective in keeping the wrong people out. Violet, the Oxford receptionist will buzz you in. When you enter, immediately turn to the right. This is the Oxford Club “Command Center” — the brain and central nervous system behind our renowned worldwide investment network.

On most days, bright Maryland sunlight filtering through antique window panes fills the room. The warmth, oak-paneled walls, and luxurious furnishings give an appearance more appropriate to a wealthy family’s sitting room, rather than a high-tech research operation.

But don’t be fooled. In many ways, our War Room is even more high-tech than the NORAD Command Center. Our computers, for example, are actually faster and more powerful than the machines the U.S. Army originally equipped NORAD with.

The main difference between The Oxford Club and NORAD, however, is that the Oxford “War Center” is dedicated to profits, not protection.

Step further inside our Command Center in the Oxford mansion. You will, on most days, find Steve D. Sjoggerud — editor of the twice-monthly Oxford Communiqué — at the helm. Often he’ll be consulting with other top Oxford Command Center experts — such as Karim Rahemtulla, Stephen Seal, David Melnik, and Porter Stansberry — on the next recommendation they’ll deliver to Oxford members.

And if I’m in that day, ask Violet to buzz me. I’d be delighted to shake your hand and join you on your Command Center tour. After, perhaps we can relax — and swap stories — over a fine drink, sitting on plush, overstuffed antique chairs in the clubhouse library.
An extraordinary service for investors who aren’t afraid
to move quickly…and reap big, rapid gains…
when an out-of-the-ordinary profit opportunity arises.

But just as technology solves problems, it creates problems too.

As Executive Director of The Oxford Club, I have spent many years trying to
help people secure their financial futures.

I consider myself the voice of membership for The Oxford Club. I feel it is
my personal duty to work with the staff to develop new and exciting programs that
provide members with more and better access to all the wealth-building knowledge
in our Command Center.

For example, with increasingly sophisticated computers and communications
systems…plus the growing opportunities in overseas investments, and the
increasing number of exchanges staying open round the clock…we get more and
more investments that require immediate action. The average holding period for
Oxford Communiqué trades is 120 days. But some of the opportunities our team
uncover move much, much faster.

That’s why we created The Oxford Alert — an advisory service for Oxford
Club members who want to take advantage of these quick moving, more
speculative opportunities — many of which can come and go in a matter of weeks,
or even days, trades like the following closed positions for The Oxford Alert:

- RightsMarket — 144% profits in 26 days.
- Goodyear (option) — 124% profits in 50 days.
- NTN Communications — 50.57% profits in 1 day.
- Venator Group — 38.54% profits in 24 days.
- First Sierra — 20% profits in 26 days.
- Integrated Health Services — 45.53% profits in 7 weeks.

As you can see, these trades happen fast. When you subscribe to The Oxford
Alert, you tap directly into our Command Center intelligence to receive —via your
choice of e-mail or fax — real-time buy, hold, and sell recommendations on these
fast-moving plays.

Sometimes it might be a pure stock buy. Other times it might be short selling a
stock, or an options or futures contract, or a warrant. But what these situations have
in common is this: They all are somewhat more risky than the typical Oxford stock
pick…offering, in exchange, a chance to make more explosive gains, more quickly.
And they all move so rapidly that only a fax or e-mail advisory service, like Oxford
Alert, can get you in and out in time to maximize your profits.

Naturally, you can see why we’re especially excited about The Oxford Alert
—and the substantial amounts of money this unique fax/e-mail trading service can
help subscribers make.

Okay. You get the idea. So the question becomes...

... Just how much money can The Oxford Alert make for you?
The answer? A lot. But the numbers speak for themselves.

Oxford Club members who joined The Oxford Alert service when it was launched doubled their money in less than 3 years.

To be precise, had you invested $50,000 at the beginning, and followed all The Oxford Alert recommendations, your original fifty grand would have grown to $99,606 within 30 months.

As an Oxford Club member, you know we are dedicated to helping our members maximize their investment returns, while preserving the wealth they already have. As Oxford Club Chairman, it’s my personal responsibility to make that happen. And The Oxford Alert, especially in combination with our Communiqué and hotline, is perhaps the most successful vehicle we have ever created in pursuit of achieving the dual objectives of wealth building and wealth preservation.

Imagine setting aside a portion of your portfolio...say, $50,000...and pulling a pure $50,000 profit off it regular as clockwork, every 2 to 3 years. That’s a nice chunk of change to do with as you please — especially while the rest of your portfolio sits comfortably in more conservative, longer-term Communiqué recommendations, giving you the diversity and risk-protection you want.

Now make double- and triple-digit returns in days or weeks, instead of months or years.

This past March, researchers at The Oxford Alert Command Center got word from industry sources that sales for Venator Group — a major sports retailer — were up strongly...and that insiders were buying up shares hand over fist.

That’s usually a signal that a stock is getting ready to move in price. And, if one of the big brokerage firms were to upgrade the company, the price could take off like a rocket to Mars!

Oxford Alert issued a recommendation to members for a buy at $5.15. We were looking for a fast $2 gain.

Sure enough, just a few days later, Venator Group began its upward move. Within a little more than 3 weeks, the stock hit $7.15.

Officially, we closed out of the trade with a 38% gain in 26 days. But those who held on to the shares longer are smiling even more broadly. Venator Group continued its upward climb, and today is trading at around the $11 mark — a better
than 111% profit in just over 2 months.

But here’s the thing. Venator Group trades thinly enough that if a trading force the size of The Oxford Club pounced on the stock, it could have driven the price too high, too fast — and only those first in would have made substantial profits. (If even just 10% of The Oxford Club membership bought 1,000 shares each, it would have quadrupled the average daily volume, sending up flags all over Wall Street.)

But because the trade was limited to a small group of serious traders, many were able to take home substantial profits of 38% or better — and absolutely nobody got hurt. And that’s especially important to me: I don’t want one member losing even one dime, when that loss could have been avoided by playing a trade smarter. If we do err, I’d rather be a bit too conservative — and maybe give up a tad of extra profit — than be too aggressive and expose you to any unnecessary downside risk.

One other thing. If we had waited to give you the information we learned in the Communiqué, it would have been too late. You might have paid too much for the stock and, therefore, risked losses. That’s the advantage of a fax/e-mail-based advisory like Oxford Alert. Recommendations can be issued immediately, without any time constraints.

This is true for the majority of our Oxford Alert trades. They’re timely and better left to a small group of traders who understand what they’re in for — and who know to take immediate action when the opportunity arises.

We bought RightsMarket.com in November 1999, for example, at $1.35. Two weeks later, on November 29, the stock soared to $3.30.

We issued an immediate fax/e-mail Alert telling subscribers to sell — that day — for a quick profit of almost 144%.

This is the kind of quick real-time trading you can only get with a fax or e-mail advisory. With a conventional paper newsletter sent via mail, it simply can’t be done.

Oxford Alert subscribers make huge profits acting on our latest Command Center “intelligence.”

One play, for example, involved a series of LEAPs bought and sold at various times, over a period of four months. These trades netted investors 103% profits.

Another was a perfectly timed short sale of a major U.S. Internet retailer. This trade earned investors 23% — in a mere 2 hours!

Yet another involved a ground floor, higher-than-average-risk play that paid off with two sets of gains — one for 100% and the other for 38% — all in a matter of 6 weeks.
We made 50% profits on a gaming company in a single day...31% on an emerging market fund in a day...20% in 2 days on a technology company options play...and 23% profits in 8 days on communications giant MCI.

And then there are “rapid fire” plays that come along every so often that simply scream profits...

From $10,000 to $71,162 in 11 days...

One three-play recommendation turned $10,000 into $71,162 in just 11 days (3 option plays: 100% the first day...61% the next...and 121% nine days later!). More than $60,000 in pure profit in less than two weeks!

How is it The Alert is able to produce such dramatic profits?

I can’t give you a definitive reason. But I strongly suspect it’s the extraordinary team of investment analysts, advisors, and researchers we’ve assembled to man our Command Center.

I don’t think you’ll find a more energetic group of investment minds anywhere on Earth. And certainly none working as hard to make its members (or clients) richer. I’m proud to call these men...Steve, Porter, Karim...colleagues. And even prouder to call them friends.

Not long ago, for example, I needed to talk with Steve, and stopped by his office. But we never got to speak. He was on the telephone (speaking French, I think) while busily scanning the three monitors on his desk — all of which were lit up and beaming data from around the world via special communications satellites. “I’m on to something really hot right now,” he said distractedly, when I asked if he could talk.

“No problem,” I replied. I had a meeting that would last maybe an hour, and I’d get back to him after that. When I did, however, he had left to catch the red-eye to Mexico, to check out a company poised to flourish as the economy there continues its re-birth.

$5,000 into $10,416.67...in just 3 days.

No question, Steve is a tenacious fellow. He’s renowned and respected for his brutal honesty when discussing any investment, and has no problem calling anyone with less than scrupulous intentions to task. Disreputable companies despise him (and vice versa). The good ones like him for his straightforward approach and are quick to take him into their confidence. That I suspect is part of the reason for his tremendous success.

Porter Stansberry, on the other hand, is a Generation X dynamo. Ask him about anything to do with high-tech, broadband, or the Internet — and you’re likely to get a barrage of information that can last into the wee hours of the morning.
No one I’ve met knows who the players are in the fast-changing world of high-speed communications better than Porter. If there’s one man I trust to separate the wheat from the chafe over the coming months — and pick the next Microsoft, Yahoo, AOL, or Amazon — it’s Porter.

Judging from his contributions to The Oxford Club Communiqué so far ($10,000 invested in each of his three recommendations would have you up $15,000, a 50% profit!), there’ll be many more opportunities to cash in on the high-tech sector still to come.

And then there’s Steve Sjuggerud. Even among our team of top-performing analysts, Steve’s trading prowess really raised eyebrows around our Command Center when he first came to us, sporting a dazzling 97% return as editor of The Trader ...where he turned a model $21,956 portfolio into $43,251.56 in just 16 months.

Steve Sjuggerud “feels” the market like no one else. Not just the companies that make up the market, but the many nuances and idiosyncrasies that affect its ebb and flow. That’s why many of the investments Steve recommends are “big picture” investments — perfect for a trading vehicle like The Oxford Alert.

For example, Steve was one of the first traders I knew of to recognize the strength of Asia’s recovery. He recommended a yen future call as one of his “big market” plays. Three days later, it more than doubled in price. A $5,000 position was worth $10,416.67.

A couple of weeks earlier he saw the same signs in South America, and recommended a play on Brazil’s telephone company, Telebras. Three weeks to the day, the position closed for a neat 100% gain.

I could list several pages of the trades that contributed to his 97% annualized returns in 1998. But I think you get the idea.

Our Command Center team is perhaps the most adept group of traders any organization could assemble...each with an outstanding, time-tested track record...and each with a solid handle on their area of expertise. And you get all of their fast-moving, high-flying, big profit picks when you take out a subscription to The Oxford Alert.

Invitations to join The Oxford Alert and participate in these exclusive fast-moving trades are issued infrequently, for reasons that will be made clear in a minute. I urge you to take advantage of this opportunity today. It’s perhaps the most precious and valuable benefit you, as an Oxford Club member, may ever receive in your lifetime...one with the potential to substantially increase your net worth and accelerate your accumulation of wealth.
Gains of 250% to 1,000%

As you know, The Oxford Club is committed to bringing you the best investment advice on the planet. It’s one part — an important part — of our commitment to bringing you “absolute wealth”…which, in Oxford Club terms, means not only making a lot of money, but enjoying all the things a lot of money should bring — security, contentment, and a powerful feeling of self-worth and success.

The Oxford Alert furthers that goal like no other specialized trading service can. Here’s just a sampling of the opportunities our Alert team is looking at right now...

One is a play in a cyclical stock involving one of America’s oldest companies. A huge conglomerate, it has a hand in over 20 industries, which is part of the problem. A new CEO has come forward. The company is divesting its slow growth businesses and buying its way into the global food market, where growth is inevitable. Meanwhile, Wall Street’s chasing Internet stocks, ignoring this beaten down blue-chip. An upcoming announcement of the company’s bigger than expected profits could turn our options into a 250% gain.

The second centers around the best global investment since Hong Kong in the early 1970s. I’m talking about a Latin American country, which according to our very high level sources, will soon dollarize their economy, providing a windfall gain for investors in this nation’s bonds and stocks. Options and futures trades could be even more lucrative, with gains topping out in the 1,000% range.

On the high-tech side, there’s an opportunity to profit on a classic revenge situation: One software company tries to buy another, larger software company using Michael Milken-type junk bonds. The company being attacked has responded — with a new software program that makes their attacker’s program obsolete. It’s new software for a $500 million market — the application that over 18,000 magazines and journals use to lay out their final product for press. You can be sure the Alert team is keeping a close eye on this developing story, just waiting for a chance to profit.

Of course, I can’t promise you these plays will be waiting for you when you become an Oxford Alert subscriber. They could materialize any day. But I can say with a great deal of certainty there will be those that are just as profitable — weeks, months and years down the line. In fact, there’s one particular recommendation we’re putting together right now that could very well be the biggest profit maker the Alert has ever seen — greater even than the triple play strategy that recently turned $10,000 to over $71,000. I’ll tell you more about it in a minute...

But first, I want to make another important point about our “Command Center.” Should you or any other Oxford Alert subscriber need additional
information on a company we’ve recommended, the Command Center enables you to reach us immediately, before the opportunity slips away.

As an Alert subscriber, you’ll have direct Internet, fax, and telephone access to the Oxford Command Center, so you can call and be helped without delay. If too many players were in the game, this immediate contact could be compromised.

If even one subscriber loses out on just one opportunity, we will have failed in our promise. And in all good conscience, we can’t let that happen.

So for this reason, and to ensure good executions on your trades…

….only 1% of the Oxford Club’s membership is permitted to participate in this exclusive service.

In the past, when I’ve sent out a letter similar to this one, all available spots in this service were snapped up right away. Considering the Alert team’s track record and the overall affluence of Oxford Club members, today’s limited number of open positions are also likely to be filled very quickly.

(You should know when we first offered this service, it sold out almost immediately, leaving us with no choice but to return over 450 orders with checks attached.)

The Oxford Alert is a service meant for serious players — investors who understand that these kinds of trades carry a greater element of risk and require more market sophistication than the more conservative strategies typically reserved for the Communiqué.

Of course, no team of investment analysts can promise any specific dollar amount of profits. Anyone who says he can is being less than truthful. The Alert team has asked me to make it clear that they can’t guarantee every trade will be as profitable as the ones made in the past.

But we can say, with extreme confidence, that we fully expect to provide you with profits similar to past trades such as these:

• Philip Services — 37.01% profits in 36 days.
• Telebras — 100% profits in 3 weeks.
• J.F China — 31% profits in 1 day.

Now, you may be wondering what a service with this kind of money-making track record and potential is worth. I’ll tell you right now: The Oxford Alert is no penny-ante service. After all, private investment advisors who achieve these kinds of returns for private clients have been known to charge fees and commissions in excess of $10,000 on just one trade — and those rates rise as returns increase.

In fact, similar fax advisory services run by “gurus” with lesser track records
have been known to command as much as $5,000.

But your Oxford Alert subscription won’t cost you nearly that much. In fact, the price for this premium fax advisory service is just $2,500 per year. (Director’s Circle members get a $200 discount to $2,300!)

If you’re not comfortable paying that amount for the kind of service I’ve described to you, I understand. It’s a lot of money. But as far as I’m concerned, it’s a more-than-fair price to pay for the timely and potentially explosive profit opportunities you will get.

I have long held the belief that at different times in our lives we are given opportunities to succeed — in our relationships, in our business affairs, with family and friends. Too often, though, we let those opportunities pass us by...and we regret it for many years.

I firmly believe this is one of those rare opportunities. That’s why I’m excited about the weeks to come. I hope you are too. Because if you’re the type of person willing to take on a little more risk, and work a little harder than the average investor, I am entirely confident you can make a lot of money in the days to follow.

Now, let me give you some important details about this service....

Here’s what you get as an Oxford Alert subscriber

You never know when you’re going to get an Oxford Alert recommendation. When we have a trade to make, we immediately send out a fax alert or e-mail to you (whichever you prefer) from our Baltimore-based “Command Center.” These are your “actions to take” alerts — the heart and soul of this service — which contain specific instructions you need to know to execute the trade or trades the Alert team is recommending.

There’s no telling when opportunities around the world will arise. Occasionally, we’ve gone a month without having a viable recommendation to send (although we still send, at least once a week, a fax or e-mail updating you on the current status of outstanding trades). Then, suddenly, there’ll be three outstanding opportunities in a single week. The adrenaline rushing through our team during these periods is almost beyond belief!

But you can always count on two things: First, when the Alert team finds these special opportunities, they’ll pass them on to you along with the best strategy to profit — quickly and safely. Second, you can be sure the team will never settle for a mediocre opportunity, just because it’s been a few weeks between trades. We know you already get a ton of communication...and that you want one from us only when there is substantial profit to be made!
Your road map to profits.

The next thing you’ll get is *The Oxford Alert Trading Manual*. This is a special report which shows you in detail how to cost-effectively execute all the types of trades typically recommended: long and short plays, options, warrants, stop orders, and much more. You’ll learn how to use leverage to multiply your trading profits...the benefits and pitfalls of using margin...how to easily buy foreign stocks when they’re not listed on the U.S. exchanges...how to get in on the explosive potential of IPOs...where to find the lowest commission brokers on the face of this planet.

Consider *The Oxford Alert Trading Manual* your personal road map to fast, substantial profits in the weeks and months ahead. Because, when your fax machine rings (or your e-mail arrives), we want to be confident you know precisely how to profit immediately from the recommendations we give you.

Peace of mind.

You’ll also get a direct phone number to your team liaison at the Command Center, Chris Matthai. Use it anytime you’re not clear about how to execute the trades put before you. Or anytime you want additional information on a company recommended. We call it the “peace of mind line.” An apt name. Because as an *Alert* subscriber, you will know help is always there when you need it.

If all this sounds acceptable to you, and you’d like to be a part of the profit opportunities *The Oxford Alert* holds in store in the coming weeks and months, I urge you to subscribe right away — so you don’t miss out on....

....a potential profit of $12,000 to $40,000.

Earlier I said I’d pass on to you a few details concerning one of the bigger trades your Alert team has waiting in the wings. As I tell you, please bear in mind that this recommendation could be issued at any time — or not at all. It depends on what happens if market conditions come together to present a precise and virtually assured profit opportunity.

Also, I’m obligated to tell you that the Alert team maintains a strict policy of not divulging the names of companies under consideration. The reason for that is quite simple. This is an exclusive service, and the recommendations revealed are meant exclusively for its subscribers. Also, there are situations where if information is revealed too early, it can upset the delicate balance of the trade, and erase any profit potential. So to ensure there are no misunderstandings, I have agreed to keep the name of this company confidential.

But here is the gist of this potentially explosive trade under consideration: It involves an Internet information company that recently raised over $1.25 billion
through a very successful IPO.

Yet, this company is nothing more than an on-line financial newspaper that has lost $16 million on only $5 million in sales. It will never make money. It isn’t designed to make money. Like several recent dot.coms, this is a company that was created for the sole purpose of making its founders rich through its IPO...which it has already done.

The simple fact is few are willing to pay for this company’s product. Despite very aggressive marketing, it has less than 40,000 subscribers. Probably because anything it offers (financial news and commentary, mostly) can be found for free on the Internet — so why would anyone pay for it?

To most advertisers, 40,000 online subscribers isn’t worth much. And given that the company relies on advertisers for 80% of its revenues, prospects look very bleak indeed...unless, of course, roughly a million web surfers suddenly decide to get out their credit cards and subscribe.

Not likely to happen. That’s why the Alert team is convinced this company is going down. And at over $50 a share, it has a long way to fall. It could disappear into the market’s “nether regions” — that dubious “under-a-dollar-a-share range.” For two reasons. First, it’s a bad company that doesn’t make money. Second, insiders hold options exercisable at 12 cents a share.

Once the Alert team sees the all-important signs that Wall Street’s getting ready to pull the plug on this stock, Alert subscribers will be there to cash in on perhaps the best short-selling opportunity to come along in some time. This is the kind of opportunity that could very easily and very quickly put $12,000 to $40,000 into your trading account for every 1,000 shares you short.

Again, I want to make it very clear that these trades can come and go like the wind. Even if you subscribe today, there’s no guarantee that this trade will ever come to pass.

But there’s one thing I can assure you....

With the knowledge, skills, and market expertise of the Command Center team behind it, The Oxford Alert will never be short of opportunities. As an Oxford Alert subscriber, you’ll learn about the very next opportunity as it arises. Remember, these are trades geared for fast profits. They’re speculative. They don’t come on any set schedule. They can come at any time, on any day. And they require immediate action.

That’s why these kinds of trades will only be issued to investors who can respond immediately. Investors who have acknowledged the risks and substantial rewards these more sophisticated market plays can bring.
A great majority of investors are not comfortable making the kinds of trades I've mentioned here. After all, the average U.S. investor is happy to invest twice a year in a mutual fund, sit back, and hope for 12% gains.

And that's okay. But it's also true that there will always be a small percentage of investors who are not content with ordinary gains...who are willing to step up to the major leagues, take the pitch, and swing for the fences. Investors who relish the excitement of big gains in short windows of time.

Of course, the idea is not just to maximize rewards. But also to contain risks to an acceptable level. That's why our Command Center team assigns to each Oxford Alert recommendation a stop loss to protect your capital, especially during periods of extreme market volatility. For riskier derivatives, such as options and warrants, we may use a stop loss as big as 50%. For stocks, we typically have tighter stops.

All this information is spelled out in each Alert you receive when you subscribe. The stop-loss level will never change between Alerts. If we want you to change the stop-loss on your position, we'll tell you exactly what to change it to. When a stop-loss is triggered, we will send out an Alert before the next trading day begins. Since stop-losses are based on closing prices, and you get an Alert when we hit our stop, you never have to be concerned about intraday fluctuations.

Join these "profit warriors" on the quest for fast profits, big returns, and greater wealth than the average investor can imagine.

Right now — inside the NORAD Command Center — men and women clad in gray flight suits stare at banks of glowing compute monitors, scanning the skies of North America for unidentified aircraft, enemy missile launches, and falling satellite debris. They are the eyes and ears of our entire continent, and nothing escapes their unsleeping watch.

Also right now, you can bet that Steve Sjuggerud — or another member of his Alert team — is checking incoming faxes and e-mails, reviewing research reports, talking on the phone with a CEO, or scanning the Internet...in search of the next big profit opportunity for Oxford Alert subscribers. And, like the warriors at NORAD, our aggressive team of profit-seekers is ever vigilant, and virtually nothing worth noting in financial markets escapes their unsleeping watch.

The Spoils of Victory for that Rare Breed of Investor.

Of course, it's impossible to promise every recommendation can grow your wealth by 700% — like the trio of trades that returned 100%, 61% and 121% in a matter of days. Nor will every trade we recommend match the 333% subscribers made from one of our warrant plays. Even the 31%, 61% and 100% single-day returns can't be guaranteed.
That’s not to say these kinds of big wins won’t happen. In fact, they’re likely to happen more often — particularly with the new added “fire power” behind the Alert service team.

More often, though, you’ll see slightly more modest victories — like the 84% earned in 69 days on a gaming company...the 121% on a computer peripheral manufacturer...the 37% earned in a month...41% gains with Nikkei calls over 7 days...the 23% profits realized in a matter of hours on an Internet play...108% gains in Iomega in 23 days...and the 38% profits on the Venator Group.

If these profits are acceptable to you — and you enjoy the thrill of fast, exciting, high-octane gains — then I invite you to join a select group of Oxford Club members in this very unique, very special investment circle, as an Oxford Alert subscriber.

As Executive Director, I have access to (and oversee) all of the publications, advisory services, and special reports The Oxford Club publishes. And I review every one carefully. In all candor, let me tell you that nothing gets my pulse pounding as fast as some of the quick, big-money trades found only in The Oxford Alert.

But let me reiterate that this is truly...

...a limited opportunity.

If you do not accept this offer to join today, you may not get another opportunity.

You may not, for instance, have a chance to capitalize on the quick profits waiting around the corner — like the Latin American opportunity the Command Center is working on at this very moment. And you may lose out on others like it.

Because as soon as we, once again, reach our subscriber ceiling of 1% of the Oxford Club membership, all late orders will be returned with checks attached. Please accept this as fair warning.

There’s no telling exactly when the next huge opportunity for profits will emerge. The Alert team can issue a recommendation at any time.

Often, all it takes is a phone call from a trusted source to get the ball rolling. Within hours, perhaps even minutes, the opportunity could be before you. This is precisely how most of the Alert’s trades — 31%...41%...65%...130%...153% profits in mere hours, days and weeks — have come. Suddenly. Without warning. Because you know as well as I do, if an opportunity sits around too long, it’s no longer an opportunity. As soon as the crowds know about it, the real profits have already been made.

The success of The Alert has always been: first in, first to profit. And this is
your opportunity to be a part of that success.

Our personal guarantee to you.

But before you subscribe, there’s one more thing I want to tell you about.

Should you at any time want to stop receiving The Oxford Alert and receive a pro-rated refund, there won’t be any problem. Just let us know, and we’ll refund your money immediately.

We want you to be absolutely comfortable that The Oxford Alert is right for you. If, after your first several trades (or any time thereafter), you find the kinds of trades we do are simply not up your alley, you’re entitled to a refund. That way, you won’t be trapped in a service you can’t use.

Don’t miss out. The next Alert fax we send just might be worth a small fortune to you.

Act now and get started right away!

You can ensure immediate delivery of your start-up material, as well as your first weekly fax or e-mail, as early as this Friday. Just fax the enclosed order form with your credit card payment.

Or if you’d prefer, you can send your payment by mail...though you may risk missing out on the team’s next winner.

But the sooner you activate your Oxford Alert service and connect via fax or e-mail with our Command Center, the better. Because, quite frankly, the money to be made in the coming months is too great for any serious investor to ignore.

And the fact remains — very few Oxford Club members will be able to participate. And as history has indicated, open spots will be snapped up quickly.

Don’t be disappointed.

Sincerely,
Julia C. Guth

Executive Director
The Oxford Club

P.S. Remember, you can subscribe to The Oxford Alert fax service practically risk-free. Should you at any time decide that this service is not for you, simply tell
us. We will immediately release your trading spot to another Oxford Club member and send you a complete refund for the unused portion of your service. We can confidently offer you this guarantee because we know very few will ever use it. By the way, your subscription to The Oxford Alert may be tax deductible — ask your accountant.

P.P.S. If you’d like to sign up for The Oxford Alert for two years — and save hundreds of dollars — just let us know on the order form enclosed.

The Oxford Club does not act as an investment advisor or advocate the purchase or sale of any security or investment. The organization, their officers, directors, employees, and associated individuals may own or have position in recommended securities discussed in The Oxford Alert and may add or dispose of the same. Investments recommended in this letter should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor and only after reviewing the prospectus or financial statements of the company.

The Oxford Club provides its members with unique opportunities to build and protect wealth globally, under all market conditions. The executive staff, research department, and editors who contribute to the Club’s recommendations are proud of the reputation The Oxford Club has built since its inception in 1984. We believe the advice presented to its members in our published resources and at meetings and seminars is the best and most useful available to global investors today. The recommendations and analysis presented to members is for the exclusive use of members. Copying or disseminating any of the information published by The Oxford Club, electronic or otherwise, is strictly prohibited. Members should be aware that investment markets have inherent risks and there can be no guarantee of future profits. Likewise, past performance does not assure future results. Recommendations are subject to change at any time and so members are encouraged to make regular use of Oxford Alert updates and The Oxford Club’s hotline and web site.
The Oxford Alert No-Risk Order Form

YES!

Please enter your subscription to your Oxford Alert fax advisory service. Be sure to rush me by The Oxford Alert Trading Manual, direct access line, and the most recent fax alert updating any explosive trades the team at the Oxford Alert "Command Center" is recommending right now. I understand I'll receive at least 32 weekly fax alerts — plus any number of urgent "action-to-take" faxes whenever outstanding profit opportunities arise.

☐ I'd like to subscribe for:
  ☐ 1 Year $2,500  ☐ 2 Years $4,300 ($700 savings)
  (Source code: DTV09)

  "Director's Circle Members:
motion at a $200 discount!"

☐ I am a Director's Circle (Lifetime) member of
  The Oxford Club. I'd like to subscribe at the Lifetime rate.
  ☐ 1 Year $2,300  ☐ 2 Years $4,100
  (Source code: DTV067)

Important Warning
Because we've historically had a tremendous response to the fax advisory service by Oxford Club members, the following admonition stands: All orders are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis (with a quota allotted to non-U.S. members). Once inner circle Alert membership reaches a total of 1% of the Oxford Club membership, orders will be returned with checks attached.
To ensure your participation, fax or mail your order today.

☐ Enclosed is my check.
  Amount: $__________ (make payable to The Oxford Club).

☐ I wish to charge my
  Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express
  Amount $__________
  Card No. _______ _______ _______ _______
  Expiration Date _______ _______ _______
  Signature ______________________________
  Name _________________________________
  Street _________________________________
  City ___________________ State ___________ Zip ___________

Membership No. __________________________
Phone Number (______) __________ Fax Number (______) __________
E-mail address __________________________
I prefer to receive my issues via ☐ fax ☐ e-mail (check one)

Your Iron-Clad Guarantee: The Oxford Alert is guaranteed to please you. If at any time you decide you want to relinquish your trading spot, just let us know. We'll immediately send you a full refund for the unused portion of your subscription.

Return to: The Oxford Alert, 105 W. Monument Street, Baltimore, MD 21201. To enroll immediately and guarantee your participation, fax your order to:
(410) 223-2635; or call Chris Matul at (800) 992-0265 or (410) 223-2635.
An Exclusive Invitation for you...R.S.V.P.
Want to get FREE SHARES of an *Oxford Alert* recommended stock with the potential to generate quick triple-digit profits?

*Then read this short note from Steve...*

You read right. Join *Oxford Alert* at no risk or obligation... and you may get FREE SHARES in a company we predict will become a major player in its industry within the next 3 months.

“How can I get free shares in *any* company?” you may ask. And reasonably so. Here’s the even more reasonable answer...

On December 12, 1997, we recommended Company *N*, a major player in transportation. And it’s still on our recommended list today.

Now, in our October 1, 1999 *Alert*, we explained that Company *N* announced it would soon spin-off one of its divisions as a separate company. Company *N* shareholders will get, *absolutely free*, one share of the new company — which at its moment of birth will be one of the biggest players in its industry — for every 6 to 8 shares of Company *N* they own!

When we recommend you should buy more Company *N*, that will be an opportunity to get your fair share of FREE shares. But you can only find out if — and when — to move by following our updates on this stock in your weekly *Alert*.
We've been in this situation before (example: FREE SHARES for Alert subscribers who followed our advice in January 1998 and bought warrants in Industrial Holdings)...and will be in it again. And getting free shares of great companies is simply an extra added bonus of being an Oxford Alert subscriber.

To get in on the next free shares opportunity we recommend, complete and fax your Alert enrollment form today. Or call Chris Matthai at (800) 992-0205 or (410) 223-2635 right now.

Sincerely,

Steve D. Sjuggerud
Investment Director
Oxford Alert

P.S. Important note: The Oxford Alert only makes sense for you if you have $25,000 to $50,000 of your portfolio you are willing to use to trade in the Alert positions. If this is too rich, speculative, or fast-moving for your blood, there are plenty of less-aggressive profit opportunities in the Communiqué and the Oxford telephone hotline.
The Oxford Club
105 W. Monument Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-4701

Attn.: Julia C. Guth

Confidential